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Hello Wildlife Warriors!
Stay connected to nature even when you are at 
home in this eleventh edition of the weekly wild 

update. 



What would you like to be when you grow up? In this

week’s Issue, we will focus on Rangers! Have you

ever wondered what the work of a ranger entails?

Please read on! We continue to give you tips on how

to take the BEST photographs as you prepare for

Season Two of the Nature’s Treasures Photo

Competition starting this August, wild jokes and

much much more…

Stay with us on this fun filled adventure. Always 

remember to share with your family and friends.



KIDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY!

Get ready for Season Two of the Nature’s 
Treasures Photo Competition starting on August 1st

The youngest photo competition entry 

During Season One of the Nature's Treasures Photo
Competition on the theme Healthy Habitats, Vihaan
Shah who is only 5 years old submitted this well
captured image.

Taken at the Nairobi National Park, Vihaan’s photo
captured the Sacred Ibis, Egyptian Geese, Egrets, and
crocodiles on the shores of a water basin.



PHOTOGRAPHY TIP 
BY USHA HARISH!

Point the bird into the frame to add movement

Remember the 
tip on leading 
lines? 

They helps us 
have photos 
with great 
visual impact. 

When taking 
photos of birds, 
ensure the bird 
fits in your 
frame. 



ARE YOU READY? 

We are absolutely thrilled to announce Season 2 of 
the Nature’s Treasures Photo Competition THEMES 
and PRIZES!

Starting this Saturday, August 1, submit up to 3 
of your best photos to 
http://bit.ly/WildlifeWarriorsEA and you could win. 

Go Out. Explore. Take Photos. Share.

http://bit.ly/WildlifeWarriorsEA


WORLD RANGER DAY

World Ranger Day is celebrated every year on July
31st. We are honored to join other countries in the
world in remembering the men and women in our
country who have dedicated their lives to saving our
wildlife and protected areas whether these are
National Parks, Reserves, Conservancies, Forests,
Marine Parks and sanctuaries.

In this Issue, we speak to some of these rangers
who represent the thousands of other rangers in the
world to bring you their stories and experiences.
Maybe one day, You can be a Ranger too!

Rangers treating a Rhino at Ol
Pejeta Conservancy. 

Abraham Chege Njenga from Ol
Pejeta Conservancy



MEET JIMMY
Q: What kind of a 
ranger are you?
A: I was trained as 
a Rescue Ranger by 
the Kenya Wildlife 
Service (KWS). But 
it wasn’t full time 
work. 

Now I supervise teams of community rangers for
Mount Kenya Trust working with KWS and the Kenya
Forest Service (KFS) rangers and seniors. I also
supervise the work of our fencers in the Elephant
Corridor.

Q: What was the worst day on the job?
A: The day we tried to rescue an elephant the whole
night but she died the next day.

Q: What was the best day on the job?
A: When we successfully rescued an abandoned baby
elephant in 2015.
Q: What makes a good ranger? 
A: A good ranger should be disciplined, listens to
advice from the seniors, committed to his duties and
is respectful to others.

I was then offered work as a Community Ranger by
the Mount Kenya Trust.



Q: Have you 
ever been 
involved in 
putting out 
forest fires? 
What causes 
these fires?  
A:Yes I have 
helped put out 
forests fires. 

In the past years, there have forest fires which has 
been caused by the following:-

 Honey harvesters. Due to lack of new technologies 
in honey harvesting, local communities have been 
using traditional ways in honey harvesting where if 
not well attended, fires ignites and spreads fast due 
to topographic features.

 Camp fires. When campers start bonfires and do 
not put this out when they go to sleep, it spreads 
and starts a fire.

 Poachers/bush meat hunters. It’s illegal to hunt in 
our national parks and reserves but there are few 
individuals who opt for these acts. 



After hunting, poachers/hunters light fires to roast
or cook meat for meals. If left unattended, the fire
can spread and thus cause forest fires.

 Charcoal burning. Some areas have high demand for
charcoal and this results to some people going to
the forest to burn charcoal for sale. After
harvesting, some wood can be left burning which may
end up starting a fire.

 Canabis sativa growing. Preparation of areas of land
for cannabis sativa (Bhang) growing is done in some
forests illegally. The burning of the cleared
vegetation can get out of control thus causing
forest fires.

Q: What are you
most proud of?
A: Am proud of 
being part of the 
conservation of the 
environment and 
our surroundings. 
Our wildlife and 
forests are 
important to all of 
us. Photos Courtesy of The Mount Kenya Trust



MEET ANGELINE
Q: Tell us about yourself. 
A: I am Angeline Letaare
and I am 22 years. I am a 
Samburu from Lerata, one 
of the villages in Nalowuon
Conservancy in Samburu 
East Sub_county. I joined 
Jodan College in Thika for 
Tourism and Management  
which later out dropped due 
to lack of school fees.

I almost lost hope in doing 
what I love after I left 
school until I joined 
Namuyak Conservancy as a 
ranger! 

Q: Why do like being a ranger? And what does 
your work involve?

A: Working as a ranger is a dream come true for me. 
Being a ranger involves monitoring wildlife and 
ensuring their security. Currently, I handle 
communications therefore I spend most of my time 
in a Radio room. 



Q: What would you say to advise a child who wants 
to be a ranger? 
A: First, you have to be passionate about taking care 
of nature and wildlife.  It is important to accept that 
most of the work involves being in the wild, in forests 
and the bush. The experience of being a ranger is very 
rewarding. 

Q: What does working in the radio room entail?
A: Collecting information from rangers on the field, 
monitoring the animals in different areas within 
Namuyak Wildlife Conservancy and preparing a data 
sheet with this information.



MEET JACKSON
Q: Tell us about yourself.

A:I was born in Narok
South. I went to Nkareta
Primary  School and Narok
High School. I loved Biology 
and playing football. 

I joined Amboseli Institute 
to pursue a diploma in
Wildlife Management after 
which I was recruited by the 
Kenya Wildlife Service 
(KWS) during my first year. 

Q: How did you get interested in being a ranger
and why?
A: When I realized the value and uniqueness of
wildlife, I appreciated how beautiful wildlife is and its
importance to the world. I knew I wanted to spend
most of my time taking care of wildlife. I was
deployed to the rhino unit in Nairobi National Park
where I served for six and a half years after which I
joined the “Operation Okoa Ndovu” at the Kajiado
border in 2017. I have been protecting critically
threatened and endangered species for the last 10

years.



Q: What is your favourite
wild animal? Why do you like
it so much?
A: I like the hyena. Walking
long distances shows great
determination and the habit
of calling out to other hyenas
when one finds food shows
generosity. The hyena is also
my clan symbol.

Q: What does your work involve?

A: My work involves protecting wildlife. I have mainly
been deployed to protect the Elephants and Rhinos. I
also educate the communities living with wildlife on the
importance of wildlife in the society and the nation at
large. I give to my superior monthly reports on the
distribution of Elephants in the area I am in charge of.

Q: What can we do to save our wildlife and
environment?
A: Encroachment of wildlife habitat is among the main
issues causing the rise in Human Wildlife Conflict. There
is need for everyone to understand how to protect
wildlife and why.
Let us clean our homesteads so that baboons and other
species are not attracted to them. Using flash light
rather than spearing lions. Planting more tress to prevent
soil erosion and conserve wildlife habitats.



I AM A RANGER BECAUSE…

Big Life Rangers at work courtesy of Francis Legei

“One day during my internship at Mara North Conservancy,
we came across an elephant that had been poached. The
smell came first, then the noise of swarms of flies and
finally the sight of the dead elephant.

The rangers broke down and it was there that I decided I
would spend the rest of my life protecting wildlife.”

Abraham Chege Njenga

“Being the custodian and the voice of these voiceless
majestic wildlife is fulfilling. I do this for my country,
children, grandchildren and great grandchildren. When
wildlife thrives, we see the benefits of the sleepless nights
protecting them.” Francis Legei



WILD JOKES!

Wild jokes courtesy of Eric Sasia

Q: What happens when a laughing hyena attacks 
you?
A: It’s not as funny as it sounds.

Q: What did the Ranger say to the lady called Ena?
A: Hi Ena.

Q: How is it being raised by hyenas?
A: Food is scarce but there are some great 
laughs.

Q: What is the word for hyenas eating a dead lion?
A: Lion around.

Q: How many species of hyenas are there?
A: We’ll tell you once we’ve spotted one.

Q: Why did Simba’s dad die in the Lion King?
A: He couldn’t Mufasa.

Q: What is the word when a hyena farts?
A: Laughing gas.



ANIMAL OF THE WEEK!
SPOTTED HYENA

Did you know…

Spotted Hyenas 
commonly live near 
human settlements. 
Their habitats 
include savanna, 
open woodland, 
semi-desert, dense 
dry wood land.
Lions and humans 
are the most 
dangerous enemies 
of spotted hyenas. 

Hyena is called Fisi in Swahili. 
What do you call the Hyena in your language?

WILD QUIZ

Send your answer via SMS or WhatsApp to 0746 511787 
The winner will be mentioned in the next issue! 

Source: Mpala live



NATURE INVESTIGATIONS
PART 1

STARTING A NATURE JOURNAL: For nature 
journaling all you need is a pencil and a book. 

Learning about nature starts with observation and
there’s so much for you to investigate in the garden or
the park from wild flowers, to mushrooms, insects or
birds.

The first thing you need to do is observe and
notice.

If you see an interesting flower get close and
observe it.



NATURE INVESTIGATIONS

Step back and look at 
the whole plant. 
Describe it carefully –

 Are they long and 
narrow or fat and 
round? 

 Is it a bush or a vine? 

 Is the stem smooth or 
thorny? 

What do the leaves look 
like – are they dark 
green or light? 

 Are they thick and fleshy 
or thin and papery? 

 What is the shape of the 
leaves? 

 Does each flower stand 
alone or are they in a 
bunch? 

 Are they on the tips of 
the branch or arranged 
down a stem?

 What kind of plant is 
it?  

 How many petals does 
it have? What color 
are they? 

 Does the flower have 
different colors?

 How big is it in 
diameter (in 
centimeters). 



Take a photo of the work you have done in your 
journal and send it to us via WhatsApp on 

0746 511 787 or email us on info@wildlifedirect.org
so that we can share your amazing work with all the 

other kids. Look out for Part 2 of Nature 
Investigations on the next Issue!!! 

NATURE INVESTIGATIONS

Try to discover 
everything about your 
plant by stating
“I notice …” and write
it down in your book

Write all the questions 
you can think of about 
your plant. 

Now draw your plant 
and the flower. 

 Do this for as many plants as you like every day. 
You can do it for animals, mushrooms, insects or 
any living thing that you see!

Nature Investigations by Dr. Paula Kahumbu

mailto:info@wildlifedirect.org


WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP 
NATURE!

When plastic is not disposed properly, it is  
harmful not only to humans, but also to the 

animals 

In Issue 8, we learnt about REUSING which
refers to using something more than once.

In Issue 10, we learnt about RECYCLING which
is taking anything that we have used and changing
it to reusable materials instead of throwing it
away.

Wildlife Warriors Kids from Wiyoni Primary School doing a 
clean up in Lamu.



WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP 
NATURE!

When plastic is not disposed properly, it is  
harmful not only to humans, but also to the 

animals 

In this issue, we will learn about
REDUCING AND REFUSING

To understand reducing and refusing, we will use
examples.

Example 1: If you used to buy one 500ml bottle
of mineral water on your way to school every day,
but you now buy one 5 litre bottle and a reusable
water bottle to refill every day, you have
reduced your use of plastic.

Example 2: When you go to a shop selling
mineral water in plastic bottles and glass bottles
too, and the shopkeeper gives you the one in a
plastic bottle but you say no and choose the one
in a glass bottle, you have refused using single
use plastic.



THIS WEEK ON MY WILD AFRICA!

Watch the film with your family and tell us what 
you learnt by sending an SMS or WhatsApp 

message to 0746 511787

We see how one of the cheetah cubs cope after
experiencing a tense night because he got an infection.

Then, we join Baggins, a serval, for another training
session as he is joined by a special guest!

Let us be part of the cubs growth journey on Cheetah
Diaries! Tune in to Citizen TV this Sunday at 5:30 p.m.

You don’t want to miss this!

http://bit.ly/WWKIDS


COMING UP… DON’T MISS! 

Photo by Felix Odhiambo

World Ranger Day is on July 31st,2020

My Wild Africa on Citizen TV at 5:30pm on

August 2nd, 2020

World Lion Day is on August 10th, 2020

World Elephant Day is on August 12th, 2020

World Hirola Day is on August 12th, 2020



FOR PARENTS!

• Please tell us what you think of this newsletter
by filling the second part of bit.ly/WWKIDS
and we will get back to you.

• If you would love to support Wildlife Warriors
Kids, please make a donation to:

PAYBILL NO.  600100

A/C NO.  0100003937598

Email us: info@wildlifedirect.org

Contact us on: +254 746 511 787

To subscribe to this newsletter series, 
click here bit.ly/WWKidsSubscribe

http://bit.ly/WWKIDS
mailto:info@wildlifedirect.org
https://bit.ly/WWKidsSubscribe

